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Abstract—Network log analysis helps network operators to
troubleshoot their network. Many mathematical analysis methods
rely on a set of time series corresponding to log type (log
template) per device, as their input. However, they do not take full
advantage of the meaning of logs despite log messages containing
semantic information written in a free format. In this paper, we
emphasize the use of this rich semantic information for network
log analysis. More specifically, we propose an unsupervised latent
semantics-based network log analysis. The key idea of the work
is to build a latent semantics model of unobservable network
functionalities (e.g., routing protocols, hardware) from generated
logs, instead of inferring what is happening in the network from a
network operator’s knowledge with log messages. This approach
enables us to numerically cluster/compare the meaning of logs
because each log message obtains a numerical distributed representation (a topic distribution). We discuss the validity of our
approach with a set of logs collected at a nation-wide academic
network for a year. We first show that our approach outperforms
a popular data-driven approach (i.e., word2vec), which does not
require any assumptions on the data, by evaluating the quality
of the distributed representation of logs. Furthermore, through
two network analysis scenarios, we demonstrate several benefits
of our approach: intuitive interpretability of analysis results and
bridging the gap between multi-vendors log messages.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Network log analysis is a useful method to understand a
network system’s behavior. One of the characteristics of a
network log is that, unlike other data, it is text data. By reading
logs, network operators can understand what happened on their
network, when it happened, and which devices are involved.
In operational networks, syslog [1] is a widely used protocol
for collecting network logs. With these logs, operators can
investigate detailed statuses and events for each device in their
network system. A difficult issue of log analysis is that the
amount and diversity of logs is too much to manually inspect
because network systems are growing rapidly. This diversity
also comes from multiple vendors and software deployed in
the network. Thus, automatic log analysis methods are highly
required to handle large scale and a wide variety of logs.
Many log analysis methods for finding anomalies [2]–[5]
and their root causes [6]–[9] have been proposed to achieve
automatic log analysis. There is one analytical problem with
network log analysis; we need to convert raw log messages to
numerical representation for statistical / mathematical analyses. Many log analysis methods solve this problem by taking
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Figure 1. Log semantics approach overview

following common approach: classifying logs by their message
type (i.e., log template) and then treating each classified group
as time-series data by using timestamps written in the logs
Then, the log analysis turns to a domain of multi-dimension
time-series analyses; i.e., we can apply sophisticated statistical
methods to the log analysis.
While log messages are meaningful text data, the current
approach does not consider their content information (i.e.,
semantics), which is well studied in natural language processing (NLP). Thus, network operators/analysts are required
to estimate or infer what the meanings of logs and their
root causes are (Figure 1). This limitation prevents us to
analyze logs using such rich information in the following two
examples. (1) Input log time series are independently treated in
matrix operations. Thus, several semantic relationships of logs
(e.g., BGP related messages) are not captured within analysis.
(2) Post analyses such as interpretation and root-cause analysis
are not easy by automatic ways. For example, automatically
finding related information or the root cause is not easy
because the current approach can not semantically connect
external text data (e.g., trouble tickets, documents, etc.) to
log analysis results. Moreover, operators need to determine
what the anomaly detected in the time series means without
sufficient readability of the analysis result.
To overcome this problem, we propose an unsupervised
latent semantics based approach for network log analysis. The
key idea of the approach is to consider a model in which
all the network log messages are generated by unobservable

and abstracted functionalities corresponding to network protocols and the details of software/hardware implementations of
network devices (Figure 1). We build the model with a topicbased modeling in NLP and clustering techniques (section III)
from generated logs. In this type of modeling, each log message has a statistical topic distribution consisting of network
functionalities (e.g., BGP, OSPF, link, hardware), so two log
messages characterized by more similar topic distributions
share closer background context. Thus, we can numerically
compare and/or aggregate log messages by their meanings of
the logs. Through this validation, we can confirm that our topic
modeling outperforms a commonly-used data-driven approach
(i.e., word2vec [10]), which does not require any assumption
on input data, in clustering log templates based on semantic
information (section IV). Furthermore, we demonstrate the
power of semantic information in two log analysis applications
(section V): assigning suitable trouble tickets to log time series
(subsection V-A) and bridging domain knowledge between two
different vendor logs (subsection V-B).
Our contributions are as follow:
• We propose a latent topic modeling to introduce the
semantics to log messages in network log analysis.
• Our validations show that our approach performs better
than a data driven approach (e.g., word2vec).
• We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach through
two typical log analysis scenarios.
II. S EMANTICS APPROACH IN NETWORK LOG ANALYSIS
In this section, we first describe general issues in existing
log analysis. Then, we introduce a semantics approach in
network log analysis. Finally we explain how our approach
solves the general issues and expand the log analysis.
A. Background and problem statement
Automatic log analysis requires numerical representations
of logs in order to apply mathematical / statistical methods to
the log messages because logs contain unstructured data (i.e.,
set of texts). Existing approaches often classify log messages
by using a log template [2], [3], [6], [8], [11]. The log template
is a pattern of log message representation and there are
many log template estimation or extraction methods [12]–[14].
Existing works just use log templates as a log classification
criterion, and they build log time series for each group of
logs in the same template and conduct multivariate time-series
analyses. However, these existing approaches do not take full
advantage of the meanings of logs, and the log messages are
just separated by the format of logs.
Thus, the lack of semantics causes two fundamental problems in the current log analysis. First, it does not consider
any semantic relationships among input time series (we refer
to it as an “input issue”). This issue causes impractical analysis
results because of the inability to extract sufficient information
from logs. For example, without semantic information, we
can not use relationships among logs and thus, we need to
process each log time series independently. Second, analysis
results are hard to interpret for operators because the results

only focus on numerical behavior even though log messages
indicate contextual information (we refer to it as an “output
issue”). This issue forces the operators to go back in the
raw log messages in order to understand what happened on
their network system. In practice, categorizing or summarizing
analysis results by their meanings (e.g., labeling issues as
routing problem, hardware broken, etc.) is helpful information
for troubleshooting or root-cause identification. However, the
existing log analysis does not fully support this due to a lack
of meanings in logs. These two issues create a gap between
mathematical log analysis and practical operations.
These issues have not been well emphasized in log analysis
for the application layer (e.g., HDFS(Hadoop Distributed File
System) [2], OpenStack [8]). In application layer logs, the
occurrence conditions and meanings of the logs are obvious
for each log template because all logs were designed using
the same software. Thus, the meanings of logs are clear for
each log template, and the classification by log templates is
sufficient to understand the meaning of logs. On the other
hand, in network logs, each log is defined by different software
and protocols because network system is multi-layered and
distributed. Therefore, meaningful classification of log templates is very helpful for analysis.
Figure 2 shows examples of log templates in the application
layer (OpenStack, shown in [2]) and in network. As shown
in the figure, logs in OpenStack have a common prefix
(“instance: *”). In addition, each log template represents
the life cycle or a manipulation of the instance. In contrast,
network logs in the figure have different topics such as NTP,
SSH and Routing. Moreover, the first three logs have different
formats despite having the common context of NTP. Since
there are many different types of logs in a network, operators
rely on abstracted classification (e.g., NTP, SSH, Routing
in the figure). It is also difficult to know such abstracted
classification of logs when only relying on the format of logs.
One naive idea is using keywords (e.g., NTP, BGP, SSH‘)
which specifically explain background applications or protocols. However, definitions of keywords are different among
services and devices in target networks. Thus, such keywords
must be automatically extracted.
B. Semantics approach
We explain the semantics approach in network log analysis
for these issues. By adopting the semantics approach, the
meaning of logs are statistically introduced in log analysis.
To overcome the two general issues (input and output),
one might consider to directly use textual information of
logs (e.g., word matching, edit distance of logs, TF-IDF).
However, in particular in network logs, these approaches are
not suitable because there are wide variety of literal differences
among logs in spite of implying the same semantic content.
For example, a log ntpdate: NTPDATE TIME CHANGED:
step time offset and xntpd: precision = 10 usec do not
share any words while both of them mention the same protocol
“NTP”. Instead, the key idea of our approach is bridging text
data and numerical data by using the background context of

Application
instance: * Terminating instance
instance: * Instance destroyed successfully
instance: * Deleting instance files *
instance: * Deletion of * complete
instance: * Took * seconds to destroy the instance on the hypervisor
instance: * Error from libvirt during unfilter. Code=* Error=*

Instance

Network

xntpd[**]: NTP Server Unreachable
xntpd[**]: kernel time sync enabled **
ntpdate: NTPDATE_TIME_CHANGED: step time offset ** **
sshd[**]: Failed password for ** from ** port ** **
sshd[**]: Connection closed by **
rpd[**]: STP **’
rpd[**]: RPD_MPLS_PATH_DOWN: MPLS path ** down on LSP **

NTP
SSH
Routing

Figure 2. Examples of log template in application and network

logs. We consider the background context of logs as protocols,
RFCs, or vendor requirements of the devices. We attempt to
capture these unobservable background contexts and represent
semantics of log data by using these background context. The
root cause of these issues is the inability to convert between
numerical data (analytical) and text data (readable). Thus, the
solution is to appropriately convert raw log data (readable)
to numerical data (analytical) without a lack of semantic
information of logs and assign readable labels to the analysis
results on the basis of numerical semantic information.
In this study, we refer to the background context of logs
as latent semantics. We define latent semantics as latent
contextual information that all the log messages have. As
shown in Figure 1, we assume log messages are outputs
of unobservable network functionalities. In network system,
these functionalities are implemented along with the network
common specification such as protocols, RFCs, etc. Thus, we
model on the basis of that log messages are generated by
latent context, which is the source origin of logs. For example,
because logs related to BGP tend to include the words BGP,
AS, notification, and message, operators are able to know
that a log has the background context of BGP from such key
words despite including many other words in a log.
A similar assumption is often used in NLP for document
clustering. Topic modeling [15], a popular method in NLP,
estimates latent topics from a group of documents. Each document is represented by a topic distribution and it statistically
shows how much the document is related to each topic.
By applying the same idea to log analysis, we extract topics
of logs (i.e., protocols or services) and each log can be represented by a topic distribution. Topic distributions enable us
to analyze semantic relationships among logs. Thus, the input
issue is solved by our semantics approach. In addition, the
semantics approach enables us to connect numerical analysis
results and external interpretable data (e.g., trouble tickets,
documents etc.) through topic distributions; the output issue
is also solved by our semantics approach.
As a further benefit, our semantics approach bridges different network environments at the layer of latent semantics. Currently, transferring examined knowledge in a specific network
cannot be applied to different networks due to the large literal

differences of logs. We can consider that the latent semantics
is a high level representation of log data. The analysis results,
or learnt models based on the latent semantics can be applied
into other network environments (e.g., a network consisting
of difference vendor devices) because the latent semantics
represents common knowledge in network (see subsection V-B
for more details).
C. Related Work
Many works have been devoted to statistical / mathematical
log analyses [2], [6], [8], [11], [16]–[21].
A basic log analysis applies statistical methods to a group of
logs classified by its log templates. Xu et al. [11] proposed a
straightforward log anomaly method; log template estimation,
manual feature creation, PCA based anomaly detection, and
template-based workflow visualization. They focus on application layer logs, and many works use a similar flow of log
analysis. As mentioned in subsection II-A, this approach does
not consider the meaning of logs due to it being a simple log
template-based analysis. Thus, this approach basically does
not solve the input issue. A major difference in application
logs compared with network layer logs is that the meaning
of log templates is clearer and more distinguishable, and the
analysis results in log templates are sufficient to understand
for operators to understand. This means the output issue is not
critical in application log analysis.
However, in network logs, showing analysis results by log
templates is not practical because each log appears with completely different format. Kimura et al. [16] focused on anomaly
prediction in network logs. They also took the same analysis
framework; log template estimation, feature creation, and
machine learning based proactive feature detection. However,
due to a lack of semantics information in logs, they could not
solve the two general issues in subsection II-A. In particular,
the “output issue” seriously affects its operation because they
notify detected anomalies to operators of anomalies detected
by fault alarms without contextual information.
To solve these issues, a number of existing studies already
focus on the meanings of logs. Meng et al. [19] proposed
template2vec based on a data-driven approach that does not
require any assumptions on input data. They used a vectorized
representation of a log template to detect anomalies. They
confirmed that their template2vec approach achieved a higher
precision compared with other traditional methods. These
works showed that using semantic information improved the
performance of log analysis in the application layer (i.e.,
solving the input issue in application layer). However, as
shown by the blue line in Figure 1, the NLP methods (e.g.,
word2vec) they used do not model the generative process of
logs, but obtain semantic information from the data trend (we
refer to this approach as a “data-driven approach”). In addition,
as shown in Table I, these studies focus on HDFS or web
service logs, instead of network logs.
In this work, we model the latent semantics behind a
generative process of network logs. Thus, we expect that
it is more intuitive to obtain a distributed representation

Table I
R ELATED WORKS

Target system
application
network
application
application
network

Xu et al. [11]
Kimura et al. [16]
Aussel et al. [17], Guofu et al. [18]
Meng et al. [19], Zhang et al. [20]
Our approach

Use semantics
no
no
model based
data driven
model based

B. Template estimation

Sec III-B
Template estimation

1. sshd[**]: Connection closed by **
2. ntpdate: NTPDATE_TIME_CHANGED: step time offset ** **
3. xntpd[**]: synchronized to **, stratum=**
Sec III-D
Topic distributions
2
1

Output issue
no
no
no
template base visualization
connecting external data

After the modeling, each log template has a topic distribution (a vector value) and we can use a latent semantics-based
representation of logs for analysis.

Raw log data
sshd[1]: Connection closed by 192.168.0.1
ntpdate: NTPDATE_TIME_CHANGED: step time offset 120
xntpd[3]: synchronized to 192.168.1.1, stratum=dev3
xntpd[4]: synchronized to 192.168.3.1, stratum=dev2
Log templates

Input issue
no
no
yes
yes
yes

LDA
3

Sec III-E
Clustering

Applications
- Trouble ticket labeling (output; Sec V-A)
- Multiple vendor log analysis (bridging; V-B)

Figure 3. Methodology overview

with network log-specific assumptions (i.e., topic modeling)
than to obtain a distributed representation from a data-driven
approach (word2vec). In terms of the output issue, existing
works attempted to visualize the analysis results by using log
data itself. Additionally, in our work, our semantics approach
focuses on solving the output issue by connecting the external
data with logs through semantics.
To evaluate the ability of the latent semantics modeling, we
compare the topic modeling based distributed representation
and word2vec based one in the evaluation section.
III. S EMANTICS EXTRACTION FROM NETWORK LOGS
A. Methodology overview
In this section, we describe an overview of our semantics
extraction method from network logs. Our purpose is to obtain
a distributed representation of raw network log messages on
the basis of their latent semantics.
Our method consists of the following steps (also shown
in figure Figure 3): template estimation, pre-processing, topic
modeling, and parameter tuning with log template clustering.
The template estimation contributes to obtain fine-grained
topic estimation. In topic modeling, we estimate topics from
log templates by latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA). Then,
we conduct log templates clustering and feedback clustering
results in order to tune LDA’s parameters.

Log template estimation is a well-known problem in log
mining [12], [13]. A log template is a word occurrence pattern
of a log message, and represents the structure of log messages, variables, and meaningful words (descriptions). Figure 3
shows an example; variables are replaced with wildcards
(shown as “*”). To use a log template as an input of topic
modeling is effective due to the following: we can omit variable words from topic estimation, and grouping log messages
based on their templates mitigates the biased appearance of
log messages. In this work, we adopt a supervised learning
approach proposed by Kobayashi et al. [7]. This algorithm
is based on a conditional random field (CRF) [22], which is
well-studied in NLP, and generates log templates composed of
description words and variable words from raw log messages.
C. Preprocessing to log templates
Before applying topic modeling, we additionally preprocess
estimated log templates in order to normalize the log template representation. Normalized words contribute to obtain
appropriate latent semantics. In this work, we adopt both
typical preprocessing and converting domain specific words to
normal words by using a manually generated dictionary (e.g.,
make ‘addr‘ to ‘address‘). By using the above preprocessing,
“alarmd[**]: connection succeeded after ** retries” is converted
to a list of words “alarmd connection succeed after ** retry”.
D. Topic modeling to log analysis
We use preprocessed log templates as the input of topic
modeling. In this work, we selected a well-known Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [15] for the topic modeling
method. LDA is a generative probabilistic model of a corpus (a
set of documents), and assumes that each word in a document
is subjected to a word distribution conditioned by a topic. It
also learns the probability of a topic’s occurrence in a corpus
and the probability of a word’s occurrence for each topic.
Using these probabilities, LDA can assign a plausible topic to
each word and obtains a topic distribution for each document.
Next, an inference process is conducted so that the probability of a document occurrence is maximized. There are several
implementations of the document probability maximization. In
this work, we adopt collapsed Gibbs sampling [23] for ease of
implementation. LDA estimates a topic distribution and word
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latent semantics of network logs such as protocols, RFCs, etc.
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Figure 4. Dependency of number of topics on clustering result

distributions for each topic in input documents. To apply LDA
to log templates, we treat one template as one document and
a group of templates as a group of documents. The input of
LDA is bag-of-words (BoW) representation of log templates.
Note that variable words (i.e., wildcards) in log templates are
ignored. The output of LDA is a topic distribution for each log
template. Topic distribution has a fixed dimensions specified
by a pre-defined parameter of LDA. After LDA estimation,
each log template is represented by a vector of the number
of topic dimensions. We refer to the output vector as a topic
distribution. We consider that have a similar topic distribution
share the same latent semantics estimated by LDA. Now, each
log template is numerically comparable in terms of semantics.
LDA also outputs topic representative words on the basis of
estimated word distribution for each topic. Topic representative
words are useful for adjusting parameters of LDA.
E. Topic distributions clustering and parameter tuning of LDA
We show a log template clustering method on topic distributions for parameter tuning of LDA results. We observe
the peak of topic distributions is unstable due to short size
of input documents (i.e., log templates) while the shape of
topic distributions has a stable trend for log templates. Hence,
we use a similarity of topic distributions, not a peak of the
distribution for clustering criteria of log templates.
Next, we discuss the parameter tuning to determine the
number of topics. We empirically observe that the number of
DBSCAN clusters formed by topic distributions has an upper
limit regardless of the number of topics ( Figure 4). In this
study, we take the number of that produces the largest number
of clusters in order to capture the most fine-grained unit of
semantics from log templates. In general, the observation of
clustering results is useful to decide the number of topics or
controlling the granularity of semantics to be extracted.
IV. E VALUATION
In this section, we evaluate how the abstraction level of
estimated topics are similar to our expectations, which are the

We use log messages collected from SINET4 [24]. SINET4
is a nation wide academic network in Japan that connects
more than 800 universities and research institutes. The network
consists of eight core routers and more than 100 layer 2
switches. A summary of the dataset is shown in Table II.
We manually annotate protocol level labels to estimated log
templates as the ground truth.
B. Log template clustering based on topic distribution
We evaluate obtained topic distributions by comparing them
with manual labeling on log templates.
We extract 1,789 templates from the dataset with the
template estimation method. Then, we apply topic modeling
to preprocessed log templates as shown in section III. We
set the number of topics to 60 throughout our experiment
on the basis of the parameter tuning criteria described in
subsection III-E. Then, we adopt DBSCAN [25] with the
Manhattan distance to obtain clusters of log templates as
mentioned in subsection III-E. DBSCAN has two parameters;
the minimum number of cluster candidates and the maximum
distance (ε) between two samples in the same cluster. We
empirically fix the minimum number of clusters to five and
adjust ε to maximize the number of clusters. DBSCAN outputs
outliers that are not included in any clusters under specified
parameters. We re-assign outliers to the most similar cluster
by comparing topic distributions between an outlier and the
mean topic distributions of clusters.
Finally, we obtain 43 clusters from the SINET4 dataset. We
expect that one cluster must be a group of templates sharing
the same semantics. We evaluate the validity of the topic-based
clustering by the adjusted rand index [26], [27] and compare
it with that of the manual annotated labels.
1) Comparison method: word2vec: Here, we explain a
data-driven approach (i.e., word2vec) to compare with our
topic-based approach. In the view of document clustering or
numerical document representation, word2vec is a popular
method. Recent works on log analysis also adopt word2vec
as a distributed representation of log templates [19], [20].
Word2vec estimates distributed representation of words from a
group of documents. In network logs, we can apply word2vec
to logs by regarding a log template as a document. Every log
template is numerically represented by the mean distribution
of word vectors in a log template. This vector representation
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lsp, mpls, jflow, flag, peer, backup, secondary, family,
primary, connect
rpd, bgp, session, use, task, bandwidth, jtask, valid,
reinitialize, show
state, neighbor, ospf, realm, mpcs, v2, idx, program, vpls, smem
fpc, initialise, pfe, cmt, eachip, asic, share, logger, fetch, initrd

V. A PPLICATIONS
Here, we introduce two log analysis applications using the
topic model to show the effectiveness of our approach.
A. Network event labeling by trouble tickets

Figure 5. ARI for topic distribution and word2vec based clusterings

is also measurable (e.g., BGP templates are closer to OSPF
than NTP). We apply word2vec to the dataset and then apply
DBSCAN clustering. Finally, we evaluate the adjusted rand
index to be the same as that in topic modeling evaluation.
2) Results: First, we show that our topic-based method
outperforms word2vec in terms of the goodness of clusters
(i.e., adjusted rand index). The adjusted rand index is a popular
metrics for clustering. The rand index is the score to determine
each pair in a dataset with the same category is placed in
the same cluster or not. The adjusted rand index solves the
problem with the rand index where it shows a non-zero score
even for random classification. Higher values of the adjusted
rand index score in the range [0, 1] indicates the generated
labels are more similar to manual labeling. As shown in
Figure 5, our proposed method achieves a higher score than
word2vec (0.36 and 0.22 on average, respectively).
Overall, our semantics approach outperforms the data-driven
approach. A plausible reason for the performance difference
is due to the nature of log data: a shorter length of documents
(template) and a smaller number of documents, compared to
usual data-driven NLP tasks. While this difficulty is also true
for LDA, the latent semantics is fits well to network system
logs because of its explicit model.
C. Examples of estimated topics
By investigating clustering results, we found several large
clusters: the largest cluster is related to network interfaces (169
log templates), the second largest one is MPLS (85 templates),
and the third one is BGP (51 templates).
Table III shows examples of the estimated topics. Clusters
A, B, and C correctly capture routing protocol specific words
(e.g., ‘lsp‘ and ‘mpls‘ for MPLS, ‘bgp‘ and ‘session‘ for
BGP, and ‘state‘ and ‘neighbor‘ for OSPF). Cluster D captures
router’s hardware topic (e.g., fpc, initialize, and pfe). Note that
these topics are estimated by the unsupervised method (i.e.,
without a priori knowledge). These results indicate that the
latent semantics estimated from log messages correspond to
the similar abstraction level of protocols, as we expected.

In the first application, we apply the topic distribution of log
templates to external data (i.e., trouble tickets) and use them
as a knowledge base inspired by LogCluster [28]. By using
topic distribution, the numerical representation of external data
is also available if those data can be related to log messages.
We demonstrate that labeling logs with external data such as
trouble tickets gives more readable and useful analysis results
to network operators.
1) Baseline: LogCluster and its simplified implementation:
There are a number of works to label results of applications
analysis [28], [29]. LogCluster first learns patterns of a log
sequence related to trouble tickets on a target system. Then,
it attempts to report past sequences of logs similar to those of
the target trouble ticket. Note that log sequences are chunks of
log messages split by any rules (e.g., time bin or same event).
It is useful to identify problems and refer to past recovery
processes in a similar incident. To calculate similarity among
sequences of logs, LogCluster partly uses an IDF-based vector
representation of sequence of logs. Here, we apply the same
approach in network logs as a baseline method. In network
logs, we assume a sequence of log templates as a document
and each template as words. Then, IDF is calculated by
IDF (t) = log( nNt ), where t is an index of log templates, nt is
the number of sequences including log template, N is the total
number of log sequences. Now, we construct a log sequence
vector with the number of log templates: v(i) = IDF (ti ),
where v is a vector of the log sequence, i is an index of the
vector, and ti is a log template with index i.
2) Our approach: We use topic distributions as a vector
representation of sequences of logs instead of IDF. Each log
message has a topic distribution given by its log template. We
use a mean distribution of a sequence of logs as a sequence
vector. Then, we evaluate the IDF-based vector approach (i.e.,
data driven) and topic distribution-based vector approach (i.e,.
model based). Note that LogCluster focuses on application
systems (e.g., HDFS). Thus, they define a sequence of logs as
log messages that have the same task ID that appears in every
log message. In a network system, the task ID is not available
in logs. Here, we define a sequence of logs as a group of log
messages related to a trouble ticket.

1.0

Topic based
IDF based

0.8

Recall

3) Experiment setup: SINET4 has over 200 trouble tickets
in a period. We manually merge related logs for each trouble
ticket. Each trouble ticket has related logs and each logs has
a topic distribution. Thus, the topic distribution for trouble
tickets is calculated by using the mean distribution of each
related logs. We refer to the mean topic distribution in a trouble
ticket as “trouble ticket topic distribution”.
4) Trouble ticket assignment: Next, we implement a simple
trouble ticket assignment method and compare the performance of both approaches. This method assigns suitable trouble tickets into relevant time steps in a log time series. Thus,
operators can understand what happens at the time suggested
by reviewing a previously reported readable trouble ticket.
We assign trouble tickets to a given time series as follows.
First, we randomly select a few number of trouble tickets as
a reference data. We chose corresponding log messages for
each ticket in advance. Then, we obtain the topic distribution
of the trouble ticket by calculating the mean topic distribution
of the log templates belonging to the trouble ticket. Second,
we split the testing log time series into one-hour intervals
and convert them into the mean topic distribution. We refer
to a mean distribution of one-hour interval log time series
as a “time series topic distribution”. Note that a time series
topic distribution has the same dimensions as a trouble ticket
topic distribution. Third, we calculate a cosine similarity
between all the time series and reference trouble tickets by the
topic distributions. Once the similarity is above a pre-defined
threshold, the reference ticket is assigned at the time step. We
expect that when an event similar to a trouble ticket occurs at
the time, a similar type of trouble ticket is assigned.
We split SINET4 log data into a training term (2012/1/1
- 2012/9/30) and testing term (2012/10/1 - 2012/3/31). We
evaluate the ticket assignment accuracy for different sizes of
the reference data. The accuracy of the ticket assignment is
determined by whether the same category of ticket is assigned
or not at the time. For example, when our method assigns a
BGP-related trouble ticket at time X, it is correct if a BGPrelated ticket is actually reported at the time. The category of
a trouble ticket is also manually annotated in advance.
Figure 6 shows the results of the trouble ticket assignment. The X axis shows the number of referenced tickets
and the Y axis shows recalls. We calculate the recall by:
#Correct assignment date
#Date with trouble tickets . As shown in the figure, the topic-based
method shows a higher recall than the IDF-based method
for the different number of the trouble tickets. From this
result, we confirm that the topic-based approach (model based)
outperforms the IDF-based one (data driven) especially for
smaller sizes of reference data. This means that the model
based approach can capture more information than the data
driven approach from the same data.
5) Case studies: Finally, we show an example of semantics
working effectively for the trouble ticket assignment.
Figure 7 shows the results of the IDF-based and topic
vector-based methods on a day when a trouble ticket about
BGP was reported. The IDF-based method did not assign
any tickets, whereas the topic-based method correctly assigned
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Figure 6. Recalls of trouble ticket assignment: topic distribution based and
IDF based
Log templates in a reference ticket
A-1: rpd[**]: bgp_hold_timeout:**: NOTIFICATION sent to ** (** AS **): code ** (Hold Timer Expired
Error), Reason: holdtime expired for ** (** AS **), socket buffer sndcc: ** rcvcc: ** TCP state: **,
snd_una: ** snd_nxt: ** snd_wnd: ** rcv_nxt: ** rcv_adv: **, hold timer
A-2: ** rpd[**]: RPD_BGP_NEIGHBOR_STATE_CHANGED: BGP peer ** (** AS **) changed state
from ** to ** (event **)

Log templates in testing data
B-1: rpd[**]: RPD_BGP_NEIGHBOR_STATE_CHANGED: BGP peer ** (** AS **) changed state
from ** to ** (event **)
B-2: rpd[**]: bgp_process_caps: mismatch NLRI with ** (** AS **): peer: <** **>(**) us: <**>(**)
B-3: rpd[**]: bgp_read_v4_message:**: NOTIFICATION received from ** (** AS **): code ** (Cease)
subcode ** (Maximum Number of Prefixes Reached) AFI: ** SAFI: ** prefix limit **

Figure 7. Example of trouble ticket assignment; Reference and testing data
share one log template (blue)

BGP tickets. At this time, three types of logs related to BGP
occurred. However, only one ticket (“A-2” in the reference
ticket and “B-1” in the testing data) related to the BGP is
included in the training data. Since the IDF-based method only
considers a type of the log template, the similarity between
the log time series and trouble ticket depends on whether the
appeared log template is identical or not. Thus, in Figure 7,
only one type of log templates contributes to the similarity
because the testing time series includes only one type of log
template, which also appeared in the training data. On the
other hand, the topic-based method is able to infer semantics
of log templates even if the exactly same log template does
not appear in the training data. In this case, the topic-based
method successfully captures the same semantics (i.e., BGP)
both in the reference ticket and testing log data.
Therefore, the topic-based analysis can extract more information from a smaller dataset thanks to the semantics.
B. Multiple vendor log analysis
In this section, we show that our semantics approach can
bridge a gap between multiple vendor’s logs.
1) Domain bridging by semantics: The latent semantics
information enables us to compare the similarity on the basis
of the semantic content, regardless of the literal differences.
Here, we consider that log messages are generated from two
different vendors (Juniper and VyOS [30]). For instance,
a log template of VyOS “ospf nexthop calculation(): could
not determine nexthop for link” has the same semantics as a
log template of JUNOS “**:rpd[**]: RPD OSPF NBRDOWN:
OSPF neighbor ** (realm ** ** area **) state changed from ** to
**” in terms of the OSPF protocol from our domain knowledge.

As we can see, the literal differences are clearly non-negligible

JUNOS
system/pim/be
neighbor/this/csu
change/master/due/remove

JUNOS
state/kernel/bundle
stp/change/ae
op/handler/mc/ifd

JUNOS
trap/snmpd/send
queue/throttle/failure
drain/have/message/netsnmp

VyOS
state/neighbor/ignore
than/link/less
request/change/exchange/get

VyOS
send/state/change
update/ls/neighbor
quit/if/level/trap

VyOS
interface/flood/through
send/ospf/lsa
neighbor/int/consider/vl

JUNOS
rpd/neighbor/state
ospf/change/realm
area/up/down/new

VyOS
ospf/mpls/te
link/now/create
change/instance/oi/adjacency

JUNOS
bgp/rpd/receive
as/notification/code
message/send/subcode/read

VyOS
route/add/ospf
network/update/new
stub/find/ia/intra

VyOS
area/ospf/abr
announce/stub/this
network/look/at/intra

VyOS
ospf/vl/check
up/discard/new
next/prefix/regenerate/should

VyOS
api/ospf/server
message/write/peer
new/remove/read/async

VyOS
length/message/header
type/send/incl
match/undersized/write/bgp

VyOS
nexthop/zebra/add
route/send/ipv4
metric/delete/ipv6/receive

VyOS
size/buffer/length
message/smux/get
zd/send/parse/o

JUNOS
as/rpd/peer
limit/exceed/process
prefix/bgp/maximum/due

VyOS
as/path/send
peer/get/open
remote/but/bad/segment

VyOS
read/bgp/event
peer/connect/fd
connection/value/address/negative

VyOS
length/prefix/advertise
area/packet/lookup
exceed/quit/such/name

Figure 8. Graph structure of topics between JUNOS and VyOS: rectangles show topics with representative words, and edges connect bridged topics. Red for
“OSPF” and blue for “BGP” (manually labeled)

Table IV
T OPIC ESTIMATION RESULTS IN JUNOS AND V YOS

OS
JUNOS
VyOS

templates
1,789
2,109

topics
60
66

#linked topics
14
20

to considering that they both refer to the same protocol (OSPF)
by an unsupervised manner. However, network systems often
consist of multiple vendor devices in practice. Thus, handling
multiple vendor’s logs (i.e., largely different format of logs)
is an important and practical issue for network log analysis.
Here, we demonstrate that our semantics approach is useful
in analyzing multiple vendor’s logs. We apply LDA to several log datasets gathered from different OSes and software.
Topics from LDA are expressed by representative words. We
consider that both topics show the same latent semantics if
the representative words of topics are matched more than a
certain number of words. Since topic representative words are
normalized in preprocessing, and the words related to topic
(i.e., latent semantics of logs) have exactly the same words.
Thus, the topics with the same latent semantics are linked to
each other by word matching.
2) Experiment setup: We conduct an experiment using
logs obtained from JUNOS and open source router software
VyOS [30]. We extract log templates from VyOS’s source
code and obtained 2,109 templates. We apply LDA to both
JUNOS and VyOS templates and estimate topics, respectively.
Then, we link topics that commonly appeared in JUNOS and
VyOS. Note that we also preprocess VyOS’s log templates
as shown in subsection III-C. We first connect topics between
JUNOS and VyOS if two topics share two ore more words.
Next, we drop nodes that have less than three edges. Finally,
we link topics that have two or more shared words with the
remaining nodes. Table IV show the summary of the data.
3) Results: Figure 8 shows an example of the graph
structure of routing-related logs. The top rectangles in the
graph correspond to JUNOS, and the bottoms are VyOS.
Red and blue colors indicate the routing protocols (OSPF
and BGP, respectively). We confirm that related topics are
well connected in the two different systems. Through this
experiment, we do not manually provide neither key words
“BGP” and “OSPF” nor related words “AS” and “neighbor”.
All the connections are obtained by an unsupervised manner.
This result indicates that key words of logs are same and
correctly captured by LDA regardless of data source domain.
Focusing on OSPF and BGP topics, one topic in JUNOS

connects to multiple VyOS topics. The templates in VyOS are
covered all possibilities of log templates since log templates
are generated from the source code analysis. On the other
hand, the estimated topics in JUNOS are biased by practical network event occurrences because the log templates in
JUNOS are estimated from raw log messages. Thus, the topics
of VyOS are more detailed and covered than those of JUNOS.
One future direction based on this experiment is to apply
mined knowledge to other network environments. In general,
analysis results in a particular network cannot be applied
to other environments due to large differences of network
systems. If an upgrade in the same network system occurs,
we need to re-learn the models because the format of the
log templates might also be updated. However, our results
show that the latent semantics approach captures abstracted
representations of logs. We confirm that the representations
can be shared in different environments even by a simple word
matching. Thus, this approach is promising for transferring
knowledge in multi-domain data. We confirm that latent semantics bridges the gap between multiple domain logs. It is
a large benefit to handle data from different sources without
being affected by its literal differences.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we emphasized the use of semantics information in network log analysis. We first addressed the general
issues of existing log analysis; not using semantic information
(input issue) and interpretability of analysis results (output
issue). In order to solve these two issues, we proposed a
semantics extraction approach and describe its practical applications. We modeled unobservable network functionalities
(e.g., protocols, RFCs) that generate human-readable network
logs by latent semantics. With a log dataset collected at a
nation-wide academic network, we confirmed that the topic
modeling approach is superior than a data driven approach
such as word2vec in the network log analysis. Furthermore,
we demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed approach
through two log analysis scenarios: (1) improving readability
of trouble tickets (for the output issue), and (2) bridging
multiple vendor logs with the latent semantics. As a further
perspective, we will improve our topic modeling to use more
sophisticated methods [31], [32], in addition to integrating
other external data (e.g., RFC).
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